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Insurer Freed Of $2M Jewelry Loss To Mobster's
Fake J.Lo Vid
By Craig Clough

Law360 (May 13, 2021, 10:14 PM EDT) -- A New York appeals court held on Thursday that Lloyd's
of London underwriters do not have to cover a jeweler's loss of $2 million in a plot orchestrated
from prison by a Gambino crime family figure posing as a Sony Pictures representative renting the
jewelry for a Jennifer Lopez video shoot.

The three-justice panel ruled that the "plain language" of the policy that Crown Jewels Estate
Jewelry, Inc. had with Lloyd's includes a dishonest entrustment exclusion for theft by a person to
whom the jewelry was entrusted.

There was no Jennifer Lopez video or "Paul Castellana" of Sony Pictures, and the loss of the
jewelry was the result of a plot executed from federal prison by a very real mobster named James
Sabatino, who was ultimately convicted of one count of conspiracy to violate the Racketeering
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act for his role in the scheme, according to the panel.

"The plain language of the dishonest entrustment exclusion, by which we must be guided,
confirms that the exclusion applies to the present case: The loss of plaintiff's jewelry resulted
from theft or an act of dishonest character on the part of the persons to whom the jewelry was
entrusted," the panel said while affirming a lower court's summary judgment rulings in favor of
Lloyd's and against Crown Jewels.

According to the panel's ruling and a stipulated factual proffer in a federal criminal case against
Sabatino, the theft of the jewelry occurred in March 2017 when Crown Jewels Estate Jewelry in
Manhattan was contacted via email by Sabatino, who was posing as a fake Sony executive named
Paul Castellana.

Using an official-looking Sony Pictures email, Castellana convinced the store to loan him roughly
$2 million in jewelry for a Lopez video shoot in Miami, sent a certificate of insurance for the items
and gave the store the contact information for someone who could confirm the authenticity of the
certificate of insurance, according to court documents.

An associate of Castellana soon picked up the jewelry, and that person was part of a criminal
enterprise orchestrated by Sabatino, who is a member of the Gambino crime family in New York
City, according to court documents. 

Sabatino orchestrated the scheme from federal prison in Florida, where he had been incarcerated
since 2014. Several other jewelers were also victims of the scam, according to the government,
and Sabatino pled guilty to taking part in the operation in September 2017.

Lloyds' denied Crown Jewels' insurance claim by relying on the dishonest entrustment exclusion,
and the jewelry store filed a lawsuit for breach of contract.

https://www.law360.com/companies/sony-pictures-entertainment-inc


The panel did not spend long dissecting Crown Jewels' legal arguments, with the majority of its
five-page opinion dedicated to detailing the backstory to the case, simply stating that the "plain
language" of the policy resulted in its ruling.

"We have considered plaintiff's remaining arguments and find them unavailing," the panel wrote.

Counsel for the parties did not immediately respond to requests for comment. 

Justices Sallie Manzanet-Daniels, Dianne T. Renwick and Martin Shulman sat on the panel for the
Appellate Division's First Judicial Department.

Crown Jewels is represented by Ira S. Lipsius of Lipsius-Benhaim Law LLP.

Lloyd's is represented by Dennis M. Wade of Wade Clark Mulcahy LLP.

The case is Crown Jewels Estate Jewelry, Inc., Doing Business as Stephen Russell v. The
Underwriters at Interest at Lloyd's London, case number 13833, in the Supreme Court of New
York Appellate Division's First Judicial Department.

--Editing by Steven Edelstone.
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